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The Taxi and Limousine Commission (TLC) drafted a policy to ensure minimum earnings for 
FHV drivers. The TLC asked my colleague Michael Reich and I to evaluate and provide 
feedback on the proposed policy and its likely effects. 

Our charge did not include analyzing effects on medallion driver pay. The relative lack of data 
on the rest of the FHV sector precluded an in-depth analysis beyond the high-volume FHV 
companies. 

We presented our analysis and findings in a report (“An Earnings Standard for NYC App-based 
Drivers: Economic Analysis and Policy Assessment”) released in early July this year. Our study 
relied on extensive administrative data on all high-volume FHV drivers provided by the TLC and 
benefitted from assistance by the TLC’s very capable data and policy analysts.  

FHV growth has increased convenience for riders and extended transportation services to 
neighborhoods in the outer boroughs not well-served by mass transit. The industry has also 
generated high returns for its investors and added many new jobs for drivers. But it has also 
created several challenges, especially downward pressure on taxi and FHV driver earnings and 
employment. Rapid FHV growth has contributed to worsening congestion in midtown 
Manhattan and has diverted passengers from mass transit. 
  
FHV rides are predominantly provided by male immigrants. Half of all drivers have children, 
and 30 percent have two or more.  Forty percent are covered by Medicaid and nearly one in five 
receive Supplemental Nutrition Assistance, twice the rate among all New York City workers. 

Contrary to the popular narrative about gig economy workers, 60-65 percent of NYC app drivers 
work full-time, without another job, and about 80 percent acquired a car to earn a living by 
driving. Most drivers undertook significant and risky capital investments in acquiring their 
vehicles. Once they have committed to acquiring a vehicle, they face high exit costs if they discover 
that it is difficult to cover expenses and obtain reasonable net  after-expense earnings.  

The proposed minimum pay standard covers a driver’s expenses, provides a minimum earnings 
floor, and incentivizes companies to increase utilization. With the companies rapidly expanding 
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the number of cars on city streets, drivers spend more than 40 percent of each hour without a 
paying passenger in their car. This limits a driver’s earnings capacity. 

The TLC proposed the $17.22 rate as the independent contractor equivalent of $15, including 90 
cents for a moderate amount of paid time off. Independent contractors must pay the employer 
share of federal payroll taxes. The payroll tax rate of 7.65 percent applied to $17.22 equals 
$1.32, which when subtracted from $17.22 yields $15.90 ($15 plus 90 cents for paid time off.) 

To bring the average worker below the standard up to the $17.22 wage floor, gross hourly 
earnings would need to rise by 14 percent, to $25.76. That gross increase would represent a 22.5 
percent increase in net pay, from $14.06 to $17.22. 

The driver pay standard formula combines an expense component and a time component, both of 
which are divided by average company utilization. The expense component was estimated at 58 
cents per mile or $1.00 per mile once current average utilization of 58 percent is factored in. The 
28.7 cents per minute factor (or 49.5 cents per minute at 58 percent utilization) is intended to 
compensate drivers at $17.22 an hour.  

The pay standard is not meant as the formula companies should use in determining driver pay—
rather, companies will continue to pay drivers using a method of their choice, as long as it 
provides at least the minimum per the pay standard. The policy thus permits companies to pay 
more than the minimum standard.  

The utilization rate is important because drivers are working even when they do not have 
passengers in their car. Driver working time begins when they log on to a company app, and 
includes the time they are cruising while waiting for a dispatch or heading toward a pickup 
location or returning from a drop-off location.  
 
The policy incentivizes each company to raise its company-wide utilization rate from one 
quarter to the next. A higher company utilization rate lowers the company’s costs for the pay 
standard’s expense and time components. At the same time, increasing utilization rates benefits 
drivers because they will have more rides in any given hour. Drivers will earn more on an 
hourly basis, even though their pay for each trip might be lower. To bolster utilization, 
companies will have an incentive to limit the number of drivers. 
 
In estimating typical driver expenses we estimated the costs related to the Toyota Camry, a 
model used by 38 percent of all FHV drivers. Another 24 percent drive models with comparable 
operating costs like the Honda Accord.  

We estimated total annual expenses at about $20,300, including all required vehicle registration, 
licensing and related costs. For vehicle costs we used monthly lease expenses of $635 from an 
extensive on-line survey of 3,000 app drivers administered by the TLC. We compared vehicle 
financing and depreciation cost approaches and found that the three alternative approaches to 
vehicle acquisition costs—leasing, financing or depreciation—yielded similar results. 
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In our report, we note that about 25 percent of all app drivers used a car model that would qualify 
for one of Uber’s premium fare services above the standard Uber X level—many of these are 
SUVs. Vehicle and gas expenses for these models are significantly higher than for a Camry or 
similar model. Preliminary TLC data show that the share of more-recently registered FHVs that 
qualify for higher fares has dropped to around 20 percent. Still, it appears that many drivers of 
more expensive vehicles are mainly providing services at standard passenger fares.  

The companies, some of which encouraged drivers to buy larger vehicles, need to consider how 
to adequately compensate premium car drivers since the proposed $1.00 mileage factor will 
leave drivers short of fully covering expenses. Were the TLC to raise the expense factor, it might 
encourage drivers to acquire larger and more expensive vehicles, which is not desirable from an 
environmental standpoint. The TLC will need to monitor the relation between passenger fares, 
driver pay and expense costs. 

Drivers of Wheelchair-Accessible Vehicles (WAVs) would have a higher expense factor of 80.3 cents per 
mile ($1.38 at 58 percent utilization.) The higher expense reflects the added costs of modifying vehicles 
to provide a wheelchair lift. 

The pay standard policy also includes a bonus per pickup for shared rides. This bonus is needed 
to encourage drivers to provide shared rides since many are not now adequately compensated 
when providing shared rides. Our suggested $1.00 per pickup shared ride bonus represents a 
first approximation. The optimal value of the shared ride bonus may be higher or lower, or 
companies could change their compensation policies for shared rides in other ways. Public 
discussion and input from stakeholders will help better inform the optimal bonus amount and 
form of payment. 
 
Working with the TLC staff and utilizing extensive administrative data on all app drivers 
providing over three million trips, we estimated that 85 percent of drivers received less than 
$17.22 an hour after expenses, and that half of all app drivers earned less than $14.25 an hour. 

We also examined incentives provided to drivers. Although our incentive data were not 
comprehensive, it appears that incentives paid on a weekly basis have declined in importance. 

To achieve quick response times, the companies require many idle drivers to be available at any 
given moment and at many locations. This model creates a conflict between the drivers’ desires 
to maximize their earnings —by maximizing trips per working hour—and the companies’ desire 
to minimize response times. In other words, the current app business model works only if it 
keeps driver utilization low, which then keeps drivers’ hourly pay low as well.  
 
Our pay standard proposal resolves this conflict by incentivizing the companies to increase the 
proportion of each hour that drivers have passengers in their vehicles. This incentive will 
increase the average passenger wait time for a ride—from five minutes to five minutes and 
twelve seconds. 
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On average, the companies receive a 15 to 20 percent commission on every trip, sometimes 
more. Amazon also charges a commission of about 15 percent, but Amazon pays 600,000 
employees (many of whom are in the U.S.), and maintains a huge inventory and numerous 
distribution centers. The costs for the app companies resemble more those of credit card 
intermediaries—who charge merchants only three percent. The app companies do have some 
corporate overhead and operating costs, including maintaining the app, driver recruitment costs, 
credit card and bank fees, and advertising, legal and lobbying costs. But these are small relative 
to their revenues from commissions. The companies could easily lower their commissions and 
remain highly profitable. 

To estimate the likely impact of the pay standard, we modeled the extent to which drivers 
would increase their working time and how much companies would increase their utilization of 
drivers’ time. On average, we expect drivers who work part-time to increase their working 
hours. Drivers working long hours may decide to reduce their hours as pay rises. 
 
We expect an increase in paid rides per driver hour. This increase in driver productivity would 
absorb a large part of the cost of the driver pay increase.  
 
Our model suggests that the pay increase can be absorbed through a combination of better 
utilization of drivers’ time, lower commissions and a modest fare increase. For example, an 
increase in driver utilization of between 2.4 and 3.6 minutes per hour, a 40 to 50 percent 
reduction in company commission rates, and a fare increase in the 3 to 5 percent range could 
readily absorb the pay increase. Companies would have an incentive to limit growth in the 
number of vehicles while average passenger wait times would increase by only 12 to 19 
seconds, according to Uber’s own study. 
 
Conclusion 

We estimate that the pay standard would entail a 14 percent increase in gross driver pay to 
$25.76 an hour and a 22.5 percent increase in net driver pay to $17.22. Annual driver pay would 
rise by an average of $6,345 with drivers getting more trips than at present. 

Our analysis of the app-based companies reveals industry inefficiencies and inequities; these 
include incentives to increase the number of drivers without regard for the consequences on 
driver pay; low driver utilization per driver working hour; and commissions that generate large 
mark-ups over local operating costs for the dominant firms. 

The proposed pay standard provides an innovative approach to increase driver  earnings. It helps 
reduce congestion  without causing a perceptible increase in passenger wait times.  

A final point: the pay standard will need to be monitored and administered very closely, and 
adjustments may need to be made. We applaud the TLC for developing this forward-looking 
proposal. It may well serve as a model for the industry in other major cities  as well. 


